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Two (Seriously TWO) Suggestions for Vegan
BBQ
By Jason Sheehan, Mon., Jul. 26 2010 @ 4:00PM Comments (11) 
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Last week, I put what I thought would
be a small challenge before the more
earth-friendly readers of this column:
find me some decent vegan BBQ in the
area.

True, I had some rules. But there were
only three, and they were about as basic
and non-invasive as I could make
them. The veggie-cue in question had
to be A) made like barbecue, B) have
the same taste and texture as barbecue
made properly, and C) be at least as

good as the worst actual (meaning meat-based) barbecue I've ever had.

Simple, right? I figured this was going to be an easy win for the vegans and vegetarians in
the crowd, and I was really looking forward to tasting the results.

Unfortunately, things didn't really work out the way I'd intended.

Yes, the post inspired a lot of shouty commenting from both sides of the
herbivore/carnivore divide. That I expected. Yes, there was a fair amount of name calling
and offers from individual people to throw a wad of tofu in their backyard smokers just to
see what would happen. I expected this, too.

But when it came right down to the whole point of this discussion--which was to find some
good BBQ alternatives for those who have denied themselves the glory and deliciousness
of a pig, nicely smoked--it seems that the vegans in town have come up seriously short. I
received exactly TWO suggestions for actual places to go for vegan BBQ. And one of those
two places was in Portland.

You guys suck.

No, for reals. The OTHER reason for me posing this challenge to Seattle's meatless
community was that I was sick of getting Gestapo'ed by the vegan Fun Police every time I
wrote about getting a little pig in me. I was sick of all the ridiculous comments by militant
jerk-offs trolling around the site and trying to convert people like a bunch of pasty,
Moosewood Cookbook-toting missionaries. I was sick of people talking all about the
"delicious vegetarian alternatives" to pulled pork, a rack of ribs and some brisket without
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ever, you know...mentioning a single fucking one. This was my olive branch--my attempt
at reaching across the divide and trying to walk a mile in the hemp sandals of my tofu-
loving brethren.

And for that, of the nearly 30 comments and half-dozen emails the original post generated,
I get one actual suggestion for one restaurant in the entire Seattle area. The place: Sage
Cafe--a well-known and well-loved vegetarian institution, to be sure, and one that does
offer some form of vegetable-centric BBQ.

So tell me, vegans... Is this seriously all there is? Is there nothing else out there--no other
restaurant that attempts barbecue within a vegetarian canon, no other cook who attempts
to slow-smoke and dry-rub anything that's not pig or cow or salmon or whatever? I mean,
I'm happy to go to Sage and check it out (and will surely give a chance to Homegrown
Smoker down in Portland if I ever find the time since it was the only other suggestion I
received), but I just want to know if there's something else out there I really shouldn't
miss.

Because if there isn't, then I think it's time for you to stop pretending there are actual
options for vegan 'cue out there and let me and my friends all eat our pig in peace. After
all, it's not like we come to your parties and mock you for eating carrots.

At least not all the time.

Comments (11)
Chuck says:
What a joke of a journalist you are, a completely brain washed narrow minded knob.
I hope you have fun continuing to be a fat simple minded slob who takes pride in
being a cruel monster. Is it any wonder no one can stomach your presence?

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 4:30PM

Jason Sheehan says:
Thanks for making my point for me, Chuck. You're a peach.

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 4:49PM

Nikki says:
Well, I am not in Seattle and I missed the first post--and ensuing comments
(fortunately), but being relatively new to the vegan diet, I cannot imagine much that
would meet the challenge (no pun intended). Personally, I love a good BBQ'd seitan
and BBQ'd veggies have always been my preference (even before I made the
switch). Recently, I went to a BBQ and made mushroom steaks and tempeh. Again,
can't speak to if that would be somewhere in the spectrum from worst to best, but
it also doesn't have the same taste and texture as say, pork. I will say, however, if
you are open to a different kind of experience, it might not be one to take off the
table all the time. I even got my carnivore father to eat, and enjoy, two vegan meals
while visiting them last week. It wasn't the same, as he admitted, but it was, in his
words "surprisingly pretty good."

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 5:47PM

Dell says:
I don't think vegan food tastes better than meat, it's definitely not the reason I
became vegan, but vegan food is healthier and I can justify eating it.

I couldn't justify eating animals knowing what I know now. I love animals, and now
my actions are in line with my morals and that is what matters to me.

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 5:58PM

stephanie says:
Perhaps you've been barking up the wrong tree. I'm not sure I am interested in
trying this, but it seems like jackfruit may be the new "it" food. Plus you can giggle
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when you say it.

http://chowvegan.com/2008/05/28/bbq-pulled-jackfruit-sandwich/

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 6:11PM

Zibby says:
Hillside Quickies, Elysian Brewery, Plum Bistro and Georgetown Liquor Company all
have great BBQ sandwiches - my favorite of which is The Baron at GLC. It's "ham"
smothered in all kinds of good BBQ sauce.

Moonlight Cafe also has some kind of BBQ "meat" on a stick that is stringy and
savory and BBQ-y but i have no idea what it actually is or the name of the dish.

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 6:13PM

Zibby says:
PS - my memory of what BBQ meat tastes like is less than foggy so don't jump all
over me for not coming up with things truly "comparable" as I have nothing to
compare to. I just have had all these and think they are yummy and BBQ-y.

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 6:14PM

Molly says:
I think you may be missing the point. Vegan BBQ isn't about finding the closest
meat analog and showing down. Rather it is about using the grill to bring out the
flavors of fruits and veggies, veggie burgers, tempeh or tofu. We don't want it to
taste like pork especially given all we know about animal suffering.

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 7:57PM

Maria says:
*yawn*

Posted On: Monday, Jul. 26 2010 @ 8:32PM

Mantonat says:
Molly, I think you missed the point. As was mentioned previously, there is a
difference between grilling and barbequeing. Grilling is a relatively guick method of
cooking meats or vegetables; you can even add barbeque sauce, but that doesn't
make it barbeque.

Real barbeque, with or without meat, has to be done slowly over wood so that the
object being cooked has a chance to break down and absorb the flavors of the
wood (hickory, mesquite, apple, cherry, etc.) The jackfruit mentioned above would
seem to be a good candidate if you started with fresh jackfruit instead of canned,
and if you slow cooked it in a smoker with a dry rub instead of in a crockpot with
sauce.

I don't even think the goal would be to necessarily imimitate the flavor of pork, but
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at least to use vegan/vegetarian products in a way that would result in deeply
flavored, succulent, toothsome, and tender BBQ. My guess is that fat would have to
be added somewhere along the line - maybe coconot oil, since it is a saturated fat.

As Jason mentioned, you can't just add bbq sauce to something and claim that it
has been barbequed. You can't just grill vegetables and claim it's equivalent to a
finished product that has undergone 10+ hours of cooking at 225F or less with a
complex blend of spices. Grilled veggies are awesome, so is barbeque sauce.

But I'm not sure that grilled vegetables can really stand alone as a main course;
even vegans need protien. Things like seitan and soy derivitaves are popular with
many vegans and vegetarians because they contain proteins, are filling, and yes
(shocking), stand in for meat in many cases. I can guarantee you that all those faux-
meat products on the shelves at Whole Foods are not being purchased by
carnivores. They are being purchased by vegans and vegetarians as subsitutes for
meat, despite the outcry that most of you neither want nor need substitutes.

The main problem I see is that many vegetarians need to feel morally superior
because they realize the meat substitutes they eat are so inferior. Even Dell above
says that his moral convictions comfort him when his food fails to. Jason was just
hoping that at least one vegetarian out there would be able to have his cake (or
bbq) and eat it too.

Posted On: Tuesday, Jul. 27 2010 @ 11:41AM

James says:
Since when is Seattle even considered a barbecue town anyway? Did you really
expect to find good vegan barbecue options in a town that doesn't even have good
"real" options in the first place? Fail.

Posted On: Tuesday, Jul. 27 2010 @ 6:45PM
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